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Abstract. We propose an efficient approach for finding relevant XML data twigs
defined by unordered query tree specifications. We use the tree signatures as the
index structure and find qualifying patterns through integration of structurally
consistent query path qualifications. An efficient algorithm is proposed and its
implementation tested on real-life data collections.

1 Introduction

With the rapidly increasing popularity of XML for data representation, there is a lot of
interest in query processing over data that conform to thelabelled-treedata model. The
idea behind evaluating tree pattern queries, sometimes called thetwig queries, is to find
all existing ways of embedding the pattern in the data. Since XML data collections can
be very large, efficient evaluation techniques for tree pattern matching are needed.

From the formal point of view, XML data objects can be seen as ordered labelled
trees. Following this model, previous approaches considered also the query trees or-
dered, so the problem can be characterized as theordered tree pattern matching. Though
there are certainly situations where the ordered tree pattern matching perfectly reflects
the information needs of users, there are many other that would prefer to consider query
trees as unordered. For example, when searching for a twig of the elementperson
with the subelementsfirst name andlast name (possibly with specific values),
ordered matching would not consider the case where the order of thefirst name
and thelast name is reversed. However, this could exactly be the person we are
searching for. The way to solve this problem is to consider the query twig as an un-
ordered tree in which each node has a label and where only theancestor-descendant
relationships are important – thepreceding-followingrelationships are unimportant.

In general, the process of unordered tree matching is difficult and time consuming.
For example, theedit distanceon unordered trees was found in [ZSS92]NP hard. To
improve efficiency, an approximate searching for nearest neighbors, called ATreeGrep,
was proposed in [SWS+02]. However, the problem of unordered twig pattern matching
in XML data collections has not been studied, to the best of our knowledge.

In this paper we propose an efficient evaluation of the unordered tree matching. We
use the tree signature approach [ZAD03], which has originally been proposed for the
ordered tree matching. In principle, we decompose the query tree into a collection of
root to leaf paths and search for their embedding in the data trees. Then we join the
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structurally consistentpath qualifications to find unordered query tree inclusions in the
data.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we summarize the con-
cepts of tree signatures and define their properties that are relevant towards our objec-
tives. In Section 3 we analyze the problem of unordered tree matching, and in Section 4
we propose an efficient algorithm to compute the query answer set. Performance evalu-
ations are presented in Section 5. Final conclusions are in Section 6.

2 Tree Signatures

The idea oftree signaturesproposed in [ZAD03] is to maintain a small but sufficient
representation of the tree structures able to decide the ordered tree inclusion problem
for the XML data processing. As a coding schema, thepreorderandpostorderranks
[Die82] are used. In this way, tree structures are linearized, and extended string pro-
cessing algorithms are applied to identify the tree inclusion.

An ordered treeT is a rooted tree in which the children of each node are ordered.
If a nodev ∈ T hask children then the children are uniquely identified, left to right,
asi1, i2, . . . , ik. A labelled treeT associates a label (name)tv ∈ Σ (the domain of tree
node labels) with each nodev ∈ T . If the path from the root tov has lengthn, we say
that the nodev is on the leveln, i.e. level(v) = n. Finally,size(v) denotes the number
of nodes rooted atv – the size of any leaf node is zero. In this section, we consider
ordered labelled trees.

The preorder and postorder sequences are ordered lists of all nodes of a given tree
T . In a preorder sequence, a tree nodev is traversed and assigned its (increasing) pre-
order rank,pre(v), before its children are recursively traversed from left to right. In the
postorder sequence, a tree nodev is traversed and assigned its (increasing) postorder
rank,post(v), after its children are recursively traversed from left to right. For illustra-
tion, see the preorder and postorder sequences of our sample tree in Fig. 1 – the node’s
position in the sequence is its preorder/postorder rank, respectively.

a
↙ ↘

b f
↓ ↘ ↘
c g h

↙ ↘ ↙ ↘
d e o p

pre : a b c d e g f h o p
post : d e c g b o p h f a
rank : 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Fig. 1. Preorder and postorder sequences of a tree
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Given a nodev ∈ T with pre(v) andpost(v) ranks, the following properties are
important towards our objectives:

– all nodesx with pre(x) < pre(v) are theancestorsor precedingnodes ofv;
– all nodesx with pre(x) > pre(v) are thedescendantsor followingnodes ofv;
– all nodesx with post(x) < post(v) are thedescendantsor precedingnodes ofv;
– all nodesx with post(x) > post(v) are theancestorsor followingnodes ofv;
– for anyv ∈ T , we havepre(v)− post(v) + size(v) = level(v);
– if pre(v) = 1, v is the root, ifpre(v) = n, v is a leaf. For all the other neighboring

nodesvi andvi+1 in the preorder sequence, ifpost(vi+1) > post(vi), vi is a leaf.

As proposed in [Gr02], such properties can be summarized in a two dimensional
diagram. See Fig. 2 for illustration, where theancestor(A), descendant(D), preceding

n pre

post

n

P D

A F

v

Fig. 2. Properties of the preorder and postorder ranks.

(P), andfollowing (F) nodes ofv are strictly located in the proper regions. Notice that in
the preorder sequence all descendant nodes (if they exist) form a continuous sequence,
which is constrained on the left by the reference nodev and on the right by the first
following node ofv (or by the end of the sequence). The parent node of the reference is
the ancestor with the highest preorder rank, i.e. the closest ancestor of the reference.

2.1 The Signature

The tree signature is a list of entries for all nodes in acceding preorder. In addition to
the node name, each entry also contains the node’s position in the postorder sequence.

Definition 1. Let T be an ordered labelled tree. The signature ofT is a sequence,
sig(T ) = 〈t1, post(t1); t2, post(t2); . . . tn, post(tn)〉, of n = |T | entries, whereti is
a name of the node withpre(ti) = i. Thepost(ti) value is the postorder value of the
node namedti and the preorder valuei.

Observe that the index in the signature sequence is the node’s preorder, so the value
serves actually two purposes. In the following, we use the term preorder if we mean the
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rank of the node. When we consider the position of the node’s entry in the signature se-
quence, we use the term index. For example,〈a, 10; b, 5; c, 3; d, 1; e, 2; g, 4; f, 9; h, 8; o, 6; p, 7〉
is the signature of the tree from Fig. 1. The first signature elementa is the tree root. Leaf
nodes in signatures are all nodes with postorder smaller than the postorder of the fol-
lowing node in the signature sequence, that is nodesd, e, g, o – the last node, in our
example it is the nodep, is always a leaf. We can also easily determine the level of leaf
nodes, because thesize(ti) = 0 for all leavesti, thuslevel(ti) = i− post(ti).

Extended SignaturesBy extending entries of tree signatures with two preorder num-
bers representing pointers to thefirst following, ff , and thefirst ancestor, fa, nodes,
theextended signaturesare defined in [ZAD03]. The generic entry of thei-th extended
signature is〈ti, post(ti), ff i, fai〉. Such version of the tree signatures makes possible
to compute levels for any node aslevel(ti) = ff i−post(ti)−1, because the cardinality
of the descendant node set can be computed as:size(ti) = ff i−i−1. For the tree from
Fig. 1, the extended signature is:sig(T ) = 〈a, 10, 11, 0; b, 5, 7, 1; c, 3, 6, 2; d, 1, 5, 3;
e, 2, 6, 3; g, 4, 7, 2; f, 9, 11, 1; h, 8, 11, 7; o, 6, 10, 8; p, 7, 11, 8〉.

Sub-Signatures A sub-signaturesub sigS(T ) is a specialized (restricted) view ofT
through signatures, which retains the original hierarchical relationships of elements in
T . Specifically,sub sigS(T ) = 〈ts1 , post(ts1); ts2 , post(ts2); . . . tsn , post(tsn)〉 is a
sub-sequence ofsig(T ), defined by the ordered setS = {s1, s2, . . . sk} of indexes
(preorder values) insig(T ), such that1 ≤ s1 < s2 < . . . < sk ≤ n. Naturally, the set
operations of the union and the intersection can be applied on sub-signatures provided
the sub-signatures are derived from the same signatures and the results are kept sorted.
For example consider two sub-signatures of the signature representing the tree from
Fig. 1, defined by ordered setsS1 = {2, 3, 4} andS2 = {2, 3, 5, 6}. The union ofS1

andS2 is the set{2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, that is the sub-signature representing the subtree rooted
at the nodeb of our sample tree.

2.2 Ordered tree inclusion evaluation

Let D andQ be ordered labelled trees. The treeQ is included inD, if D contains all
elements (nodes) ofQ and when thesibling andancestorrelationships of the nodes in
D are the same as inQ. Using the concept of signatures, we can formally define the
ordered tree inclusion problem as follows. Suppose the data treeD and the query tree
Q specified by signatures

sig(D) = 〈d1, post(d1); d2, post(d2); . . . dm, post(dm)〉,
sig(Q) = 〈q1, post(q1); q2, post(q2); . . . qn, post(qn)〉.

Let sub sigS(D) be thesub-signature(i.e. a subsequence) ofsig(D) induced by a
name sequence-inclusion ofsig(Q) in sig(D) – a specific query signature can deter-
mine zero or more data sub-signatures. Regarding the node names, anysub sigS(D) ≡
sig(Q), becauseqi = dsi for all i, but the corresponding entries can have different pos-
torder values. The following lemma defines the necessary constrains for qualification.
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Lemma 1. The query treeQ is included in the data treeD if the following two con-
ditions are satisfied: (1) on the level of node names,sig(Q) is sequence-included in
sig(D) determiningsub sigS(D) through the ordered set of indexesS = {s1, s2, . . . sn},
(2) for all pairs of entriesi andj in sig(Q) andsub sigS(D), i, j = 1, 2, . . . |Q|−1 and
i+ j ≤ |Q|, post(qi+j) > post(qi) impliespost(dsi+j ) > post(dsi) andpost(qi+j) <
post(qi) impliespost(dsi+j

) < post(dsi
).

Proof. Because the indexi increases according to the preorder sequence, nodei + j
must be either the descendent or the following node ofi. If post(qi+j) < post(qi), the
nodei+ j in the query is a descendent of the nodei, thus alsopost(dsi+j

) < post(dsi
)

is required. By analogy, ifpost(qi+j) > post(qi), the nodei + j in the query is a
following node ofi, thus alsopost(dsi+j

) > post(dsi) must hold.

Observe that Lemma 1 defines aweak inclusionof the query tree in the data tree,
meaning that the parent-child relationships of the query are implicitly reflected in the
data tree as only the ancestor-descendant. However, due to the properties of preorder
and postorder ranks, such constraints can easily be strengthened, if required.

For example, consider the data treeD in Fig. 1 and the query treeQ in Fig. 3. Such

h
↙ ↘

o p

sig(Q) = 〈h, 3; o, 1; p, 2〉

Fig. 3. Sample query treeQ

query qualifies inD: sig(Q) = 〈h, 3; o, 1; p, 2〉 determinessub sigS(T ) = 〈h, 8; o, 6; p, 7〉
through the ordered setS = {8, 9, 10} because (1)q1 = d8, q2 = d9, andq3 = d10, (2)
the postorder of nodeh is higher than the postorder of nodeso andp, and the postorder
of nodeo is smaller than the postorder of nodep (both in thesig(Q) andsub sigS(T )).
If we change in our query treeQ the lableh for f , we getsig(Q) = 〈f, 3; o, 1; p, 2〉.
Such modified query tree is also included inD, because Lemma 1 does not insist on
the strict parent-child relationships, and implicitly considers all such relationships as
ancestor-descendant. However, the query tree with the rootg, resulting insig(Q) =
〈g, 3; o, 1; p, 2〉, does not qualify, even though it is also sequence-included (on the level
of names) as the sub-signaturesub sigS(D) = 〈g, 4; o, 6; p, 7〉|S = {6, 9, 10}. The
reason is that the query requires the postorder to go down fromg to o (from 3 to 1) ,
while in the sub-signature it actually goes up (from 4 to 6). That means thato is not a
descendant node ofg, as required by the query, which can be verified in Fig. 1.

Multiple nodes with common names may result in multiple tree inclusions. As
demonstrated in [ZAD03], the tree signatures can easily deal with such situations just
by simply distinguishing between node names and their unique occurrences.
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3 Unordered Tree Pattern Matching

In this section, we propose an approach to the unordered tree pattern matching by using
the tree signatures. The following definition specifies the notion of the unordered tree
inclusion.

Definition 2 (Unordered Tree Inclusion).Given a query twig pattern Q and an XML
tree D, an unordered tree inclusion of Q in D is identified by a total mapping from nodes
in Q to some nodes in D, such that only the ancestor-descendent structural relationships
between nodes in Q are satisfied by the corresponding nodes in D.

The unordered tree inclusion evaluation essentially searches for a node mapping keep-
ing the ancestor-descendent relationships of the query nodes in the target data nodes.
Potentially, tree signatures are suitable for such a task, because they rely on a number-
ing scheme allowing a unique identification of nodes in the tree, as well as the ancestor-
descendent relationships between them. However, signatures assume (data and query)
trees always ordered, so the serialization of trees based on the preorder and postorder
ranks does not only capture the ancestor-descendent but also the sibling relationships.
For this reason, the unordered tree inclusion can not be evaluated by directly checking
inclusion properties of the query in the data tree signature. More formally, using the
concept of signature, the unordered query treeQ is included in the data treeD if at
least one qualifying index set exists.

Lemma 2. Suppose the data treeD and the query treeQ to be specified by signatures

sig(D) = 〈d1, post(d1); d2, post(d2); . . . dm, post(dm)〉

sig(Q) = 〈q1, post(q1); q2, post(q2); . . . qn, post(qn)〉
The unordered query treeQ is included in the data treeD if the following two con-
ditions are satisfied: (1) on the level of node names, an ordered set of indexesS =
{s1, s2, . . . sn} exists,1 ≤ si ≤ n for i = 1, . . . , n, such thatdsi = qi, (2) for all pairs
of entriesi andj, i, j = 1, 2, . . . |Q|−1 andi+ j ≤ |Q|, if post(qi+j) < post(qi) then
post(dsi+j ) < post(dsi).

Observe that the index setS is ordered, but unlike the ordered inclusion given by
Lemma 1, values of indexessi are not necessarily increasing with growingi. In other
words, an unordered tree inclusion does not necessarily imply the node-name sequence
inclusion of the query signature in the data signature. Should the signaturesig(Q) of
the query not be sequence-included on the level of node names in the signaturesig(D)
of the data,S would not determine the qualifying sub-signaturesub sigS(D). Anyway,
anyS satisfying the properties specified in Lemma 2 can always undergo a sorting pro-
cess in order to determine the corresponding sub-signature ofsig(D) qualifying the
unordered tree inclusion ofQ in D.

Example 1.Consider the queryQ and the data treeD of Fig. 4 where the double ar-
row represents an ancestor-descendant edge. The only sub-signature qualifying the un-
ordered tree inclusion ofQ in D is defined by the index set{1, 5, 3} and the corre-
sponding sub-signature issub sig{1,3,5}(D) = 〈a, 5; b, 1; f, 4〉.
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Q D

a a
↙ ↘ ↙ ↘

f ↘ a f
b ↙ ↘

b c

sig(Q) = 〈a, 3, 4, 0; f, 1, 3, 1; b, 2, 4, 1〉 sig(D) = 〈a, 5; a, 3; b, 1; c, 2; f, 4〉

Fig. 4. Sample of query evaluation

The solution we propose basically employs tree signature to represent data trees.
Then we transform the query tree into multiple (partial) queries and evaluate the or-
dered inclusion of such multiple queries to obtain the answer of the unordered tree
inclusion. Suppose the data treeD specified by signaturesig(D) and a query treeQ,
two alternatives for unordered tree inclusion exist:

– Consider all and only such permutationsQi of the queryQ satisfying its ancestor-
descendent relationships and compute the answers to the ordered inclusion of the
corresponding signaturessig(Qi) in the data signaturesig(D). The union of the
partial answers is the result to the unordered inclusion ofQ in D. Indeed, the sig-
nature of anyQi maintains all the ancestor-descendent relationships ofQ and a
specific form of the sibling relationships – the ordered tree inclusion evaluation
checks both types of relationships.

– Decompose the query treeQ into a set of root-to-leaf pathsPi and evaluate the
inclusion of the corresponding signaturessig(Pi) in the data signaturesig(D).
Any pathPi represents all (and only) the ancestor-descendent relationships between
the involved nodes. Thus, an ordered inclusion ofsig(Pi) in sig(D) states that a
mapping, keeping the ancestor-descendent relationships, exists from the nodes in
Pi to some nodes inD. If there are structurally consistent answers to the ordered
inclusion of all the pathsPi in D, the unordered tree inclusion ofQ in D is found.

In the following we concentrate on the second approach, which in principle consists of
the following three steps:

1. decomposition of the queryQ into a set of pathsPi;
2. evaluation of the inclusion of the corresponding signaturessig(Pi) in the data sig-

naturesig(D);
3. identification of the set of answers to the unordered inclusion ofQ in D.

3.1 Query decomposition

The query decomposition process transforms a query twig into a set of root-to-leaf paths
so that the ordered tree inclusion can be safely applied. For efficiency reasons, we sort
the paths on the basis of their selectivity, so that in the next phase, the more selective
paths are evaluated before the less selective ones. Figure 5 shows an algorithm based
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Input: queryQ represented by the extended signature
sig(Q) = 〈t1, post(t1), ff1, fa1; . . . ; tn, post(tn), ffn, fan〉
Output: the ordered setrew(Q) of paths ofsig(Q) defined by the index setsPj

Algorithm:

(1) for j from 1 to n do
(2) if ( ffj = (j + 1))
(3) i = j;
(4) Pj = {i};
(5) while( fai <> 0)
(6) Pj = Pj ∪ {fai};
(7) i = fai;
(8) push( rew(Q), Pj);
(9) sort( rew(Q));

Fig. 5. The query decomposition algorithm

on the above assumption for the detection of all the root-to-leaf paths of a queryQ repre-
sented by the extended signaturesig(Q) = 〈t1, post(t1), ff1, fa1; . . . ; tn, post(tn), ffn, fan〉.
It first identifies all the root-to-leaf paths and then sorts them on the basis of a prede-
fined policy. The outcome is an ordered setrew(Q) of the sub-signaturessub sigPj (Q)
defined by the index setsPj , for each leafj. It sequentially scans the signaturesig(Q)
(line 1) and, whenever it finds a leaf (line 2)j, it follows the path connectingj with
the tree root (lines 3-7). The nodes found in the path constitute the set of indexesPj .
Finally, in line 9, it sorts the sets of indexes on the basis of their selectivity. As statistics
about the selectivity of paths are lacking, we suppose that as the longer the path is, the
more selective it is. Recall that the length of any path corresponds to the level of the leaf
node of the path. In this case, as shown in Sec. 2, the level of any leafj can be easily
computed from the extended signaturesig(Q) and paths can be sorted according to the
leaf node level in descending order. The outcome is an ordered set of root-to-leaf paths
covering the overall queryQ and arranged according to the selectivity.

a
↙ ↘

↙ ↘
b h

↙ ↘ ↙ ↘
c g o p
↓
d

sig(Q) = 〈a, 8, 9, 0; b, 4, 6, 1; c, 2, 5, 2; d, 1, 5, 3; g, 3, 6, 2; h, 7, 9, 1; o, 5, 8, 6; p, 6, 9, 6〉

Fig. 6. Sample query tree
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Example 2.Let us consider the query tree of figure 6. The algorithm sequentially scans
the signaturesig(Q) up to j = 4 sinceff4 = 5 (no descendant nodes), so the 4-th
node is a leaf definingP4 = {1, 2, 3, 4}. Then the algorithm iterates by starting from
j = 5. Assuming that the paths are ordered on the basis of their lengths, the final
outcome isrew(Q) = {P4, P5, P7, P8} such thatP5 = {1, 2, 5}, P7 = {1, 6, 7}, and
P8 = {1, 6, 8}. Notice that, asrew(Q) is an ordered set, paths will be evaluated in the
same order as they appear inrew(Q).

3.2 Path inclusion evaluation

After the query has been decomposed into a sequence of paths, it has to be eval-
uated against the data signature. The answers to the unordered tree inclusion ofQ
in D are computed by joining the solutions to the individual paths inrew(Q). As
far as the evaluation of each individual pathP ∈ rew(Q) with respect to a data
tree D is concerned, it can be performed in an ordered fashion. Indeed, in case of
paths, the ordered evaluation coincides with the unordered one. As eachP ∈ rew(Q)
identifies a path ofQ, we know that each node is the descendant of the nodes ap-
pearing before the node inP . Following the numbering scheme of the sub-signature
sub sigP (Q) = 〈tp1 , post(tp1), ffp1

, fap1
; . . . , tph

, post(tph
), ffph

, faph
〉 defined

by P = {p1, . . . , ph}, the post-order values of subsequent entriesi andi + j (i, j =
1, 2, . . . h − 1 andi + j ≤ h) always satisfy the inequalitypost(qpi) < post(qpi+j ).
The lemma below easily follows from the above observation and from the fact that
inequalities are transitive.

Lemma 3. A pathP ∈ rew(Q) is included in the data treeD, in the sense of Defi-
nition 2, if the following two conditions are satisfied: (1) on the level of node names,
sub sigP (Q) is sequence-included insig(D) determiningsub sigS(D) through the
ordered set of indexesS = {s1, . . . , sh}, (2) for eachi ∈ [1, n − 1]: post(dsi) <
post(dsi+1).

For each path queryP ∈ rew(Q), we are thus able to compute the answer setansP (D) =
{S | sub sigS(D) qualifies the inclusion ofP in D}. Such evaluation is simpler than
the ordered tree inclusion evaluation of Lemma 1, because we do not have to check the
relationships between post-order values in the query signature, which are strictly of the
ancestor-descendant type. Moreover, since the relationship, expressed by the inequality
<, is transitive, we can simply check inequalities between post-order values of adjacent
entries, and limit the verification toh − 1 checks, provided the length of the pathP is
h. Notice that, as in the ordered tree inclusion evaluation case, all hierarchical relation-
ships in the query tree are implicitly considered as the ancestor-descendent, rather than
the parent-child relationships. In case the parent-child relationships are strictly required,
an additional simple control through the first ancestor pointer is necessary.

3.3 Identification of the answer set

The answer setansQ(D) of the unordered inclusion ofQ in D can be determined by
joining compatible answer setsansP (D), for all P ∈ rew(Q). The main problem is
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to establish how to join the answers for the paths inrew(Q) to get the answers of
the unordered inclusion ofQ in D. Not all pairs of answers of two distinct sets are
necessarily “joinable”. The fact is that any pair of pathsPi andPj share a common
sub-path (at least the root) and differs in the other nodes (at least the leaves). Such
commonalitiesanddifferencesmust meet a correspondence in any pair of index sets
Si ∈ ansPi

(D) andSj ∈ ansPj
(D), respectively, in order that they are joinable. In

this case, we state thatSi ∈ ansPi(D) andSj ∈ ansPj (D) are structurally consistent.

Example 3 (cont. Ex. 1).Consider again the queryQ and the data treeD of Fig. 4.
Notice that the index set{1, 5, 3} satisfies both the conditions of Lemma 2 whereas the
index set{2, 5, 3} only matches at the level of node names but it is not a qualifying one.
The rewriting ofQ gives rise to the following pathsrew(Q) = {P2, P3}, whereP2 =
{1, 2} andP3 = {1, 3}, and the outcome of their evaluation isansP2 = {{1, 5}} and
ansP3 = {{1, 3}, {2, 3}}. The common sub-path betweenP2 andP3 is P2∩P3 = {1}.
The index 1 occurs in the first position both inP2 andP3. From the cartesian product
of ansP2(D) and ansP3(D) it follows that the index sets{1, 5} ∈ ansP2(D) and
{1, 3} ∈ ansP3(D) are structurally consistent as they share the same value in the first
position and have different values in the second position, whereas{1, 5} ∈ ansP2(D)
and{2, 3} ∈ ansP3(D) are not structurally compatible and thus are not joinable.

The following definition states the meaning of structural consistency for two generic
subtreesTi andTj of Q – pathsPi andPj are particular instances ofTi andTj .

Definition 3 (Structural consistency).Let Q be a query twig,D a data tree,Ti =
{t1i , . . . , tni } andTj = {t1j , . . . , tmj } two ordered sets of indexes determiningsub sigTi(Q)
andsub sigTj (Q), respectively,ansTi(D) andansTj (D) the answers of the unordered
inclusion ofTi andTj in D, respectively.

Si = {s1
i , . . . , s

n
i } ∈ ansTi(D) andSj = {s1

j , . . . , s
m
j } ∈ ansTj (D) are struc-

turally consistent if:

– for each pair of common indexesthi = tkj , sh
i = sk

j ;

– for each pair of different indexesthi 6= tkj , sh
i 6= sk

j .

Definition 4 (Join of answers).Given two structurally consistent answersSi ∈ ansTi(D)
andSj ∈ ansTj (D), whereTi = {t1i , . . . , tni }, Tj = {t1j , . . . , tmj }, Si = {s1

i , . . . , s
n
i }

andSj = {s1
j , . . . , s

m
j }, the join ofSi andSj , Si ./ Sj , is defined on the ordered set

Ti ∪ Tj = {t1, . . . , tk} as the index set{s1, . . . , sk} where:

– for eachh = 1, . . . , n, l ∈ {1, . . . , k} exists such thatthi = tl andsh
i = sl;

– for eachh = 1, . . . ,m, l ∈ {1, . . . , k} exists such thatthj = tl andsh
j = sl.

Any answer to the unordered inclusion ofQ in D is the outcome of a sequence of
joins of structurally consistent answers, one for eachP ∈ rew(Q), identifying distinct
paths insig(D). The answer setansQ(D) can thus be computed by sequentially joining
the sets of answers of the evaluation of the path queries. We denote such operation as
structural join.
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ansP2(D):
P2 1 2

1 5
ansP3(D):

P3 1 3
1 3
2 3

sj(ansP2 , ansP3):
P2 ∪P3 1 2 3

1 5 3

Fig. 7. Structural join of Ex.1

Definition 5 (Structural join). Let Q be a query twig,D a data tree,Ti and Tj

two ordered sets of indexes determiningsub sigTi(Q) andsub sigTj (Q), respectively,
ansTi

(D) andansTj
(D) the answers of the unordered inclusions ofTi andTj in D,

respectively.
The structural joinsj(ansTi

(D), ansTj
(D)) between the two setsansTi

(D) and
ansTj

(D) is the setansT (D) where:

– T = {t1, . . . , tk} is the ordered set obtained by the unionTi ∪ Tj of the ordered
setsTi andTj ;

– ansT (D) contains the joinSi ./ Sj of each pair of structurally consistent answers
(Si ∈ ansTi(D), Sj ∈ ansTj (D)).

The structural joinsj(ansTi(D), ansTj (D)) thus returns an answer set defined on the
union of the two sub-queriesTi andTj and contains the join of the structurally consis-
tent answers inansTi(D) andansTj (D). Starting from the set of answers{ansPx1

(D),
. . . , ansPxk

(D)} to as many paths inrew(Q), we can get the answer setansQ(D)
identifying the unordered inclusion ofQ in D by incrementally merging the answer
sets by means of the structural join. More precisely, notice that the structural join oper-
ator is associative and symmetric and thus we can computeansQ(D) as:

ansQ(D) = sj(ansPx1
(D), . . . , ansPxk

(D)) (1)

whererew(Q) = {Px1 , . . . , Pxk
}.

Example 4.The answer setansQ(D) of Example 1 is the outcome of the structural
join sj(ansP2(D), ansP3(D)) = ansP2∪P3(D) whereP2 ∪ P3 = {1, 2} ∪ {1, 3} is
the ordered set{1, 2, 3}. The answers to the individual paths and the final answers are
shown in Fig. 7 (the first line of each table shows the query). It joins the only pair of
structurally consistent answers:{1, 5} ∈ ansP2(D) and{1, 3} ∈ ansP3(D).

a
↙ ↓ ↘

f ↓ f
b

sig(Q) = 〈a, 4, 5, 0; f, 1, 3, 1; b, 2, 4, 1; f, 3, 5, 1〉

Fig. 8. Sample of query
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ansP2(D):
P2 1 2

1 5
ansP3(D):

P3 1 3
1 3
2 3

ansP4(D):
P4 1 4

1 5

sj(ansP2(D), ansP3(D)):
P2 ∪P3 1 2 3

1 5 3

Fig. 9. Structural join of Ex.5

Example 5.Given the queryQ of Fig. 8, we show in this example the evaluation of
the unordered tree inclusion ofQ in the data treeD of Fig. 4. It can be easily verified
that there is no qualifying sub-signature since at most two of the three paths find a
correspondence in the data tree.

The rewriting phase produces the setrew(Q) = {P2, P3, P4} whereP2 = {1, 2},
P3 = {1, 3}, andP4 = {1, 4}. The final resultansQ(D) is the outcome of the structural
join:

sj(ansP2(D), ansP3(D), ansP4(D)) = sj(sj(ansP2(D), ansP3(D)), ansP4(D)) = ∅

The answer sets of the separate paths and ofsj(ansP2(D), ansP3(D)) are shown in
Fig. 9. The final result is empty since the only pair of joinable answers{1, 5, 3} ∈
sj(ansP2(D), ansP3(D)) and{1, 5} ∈ ansP4(D) are not structurally consistent: the
two different query nodes2 ∈ P2 ∪ P3 and4 ∈ P4 correspond the same data node5. It
means that there are not as many data tree paths as query tree paths.

Theorem 1. Given a query twigQ and a data treeD, the answer setansQ(D) as de-
fined by Eq. 1 contains all and only the index setsS qualifying the unordered inclusion
of Q in D according to Lemma 2.

4 Efficient computation of the answer set

Till now, we have studied how tree signatures can be employed to support unordered
tree pattern matching. However, XML data trees can have many nodes and the tree sig-
natures, linearly proportional to the number of nodes, can be very large, so the perfor-
mance aspects of such operation becomes a matter of concern. In the previous section,
we have specified two distinct phases for unordered tree pattern matching: the compu-
tation of the answer set for each root-to-leaf path of the query and the structural join of
such sets. The main drawback of this approach is that many intermediate results may
not be part of any final answer. In the following, we show how these two phases can be
merged into one phase in order to avoid unnecessary computations. The basic idea is to
evaluate at each step the most selective path among the available ones and to directly
combine the partial results computed with structurally consistent answers of the paths.

The full algorithm is depicted in Fig. 10. It makes use of thepop operation which
extracts the next element from the ordered set of pathsrew(Q). The algorithm essen-
tially computes the answer set by incrementally joining the partial answers collected up
to that moment with the answer set of the first pathP in rew(Q). As paths are sorted on
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Input: the paths of the rewriting phaserew(Q)
Output: ansQ(D)
Algorithm:

(1) P = pop( rew(Q));
(2) pQ = P ;
(3) evaluate anspQ(D);
(4) while(( rew(Q) not empty) AND ( anspQ(D) not empty))
(5) P = pop( rew(Q));
(6) pP = P \ (P ∩ pQ);
(7) tk is the parent of pP , k is the position in pQ;
(8) PAns = ∅;
(9) for each answer S in anspQ(D)
(10) evaluate anspP (sub sig{sk+1,...,ffsk

−1}(D));
(11) if( anspP (sub sig{sk+1,...,ffsk

−1}(D)) not empty)
(12) add sj({S}, anspP (sub sig{sk+1,...,ffsk

−1}(D))) to PAns;
(13) pQ = pQ ∪ P ;
(14) anspQ(D)=PAns; }

Fig. 10.The unordered tree pattern evaluation algorithm

the basis of their selectivity,P is the most selective path among those which have not
been evaluated yet. In particular, from step 1 to step 3, the algorithm initializes the par-
tial querypQ evaluated up to moment to the most selective pathP and stores in the par-
tial answer setanspQ(D) the evaluation of the inclusion ofpQ in D. From step 4 to step
12, it iterates the process by joining the partial answer setanspQ(D) with the answer set
ansP (D) of the next pathP of rew(Q). Notice that, at each step, it does not properly
compute first the answer setansP (D) and the structural joinsj(anspQ(D), ansP (D))
as shown in Eq. 1, but it rather applies a sort of nested loop algorithm in order to perform
the two phases in one shot. As each pair of index sets must be structurally consistent in
order to be joinable, we compute only such answers inansP (Q), which are structurally
consistent with some of the answers inanspQ(D). As a matter of fact, only such an-
swers may be part of the answers toQ. In order to do it, the algorithm tries to extend
each answer inanspQ(D) to answers topQ∪P by only evaluating such sub-path ofP
which has not been evaluated inpQ. In particular, step 6 stores in the sub-pathpP such
part of the pathP to be evaluated not in common sub-path betweenP and the query
pQ evaluated up to that moment:P ∩pQ. Step 7 identifiestk as the parent of the partial
pathpP wherek is its position inpQ. For each index setS ∈ anspQ(D), each index
set inansP (Q), which is structurally consistent withS, must share the same values in
the positions corresponding to the common sub-pathP ∩pQ. Thus, in order to compute
the answers inansP (D) that are structurally consistent withS and, then, join withS,
the algorithm extendsS to answers toP ∪pQ by only evaluating in the “right” sub-tree
of the data tree the inclusion of the partial pathpP of P which has not been evaluated
yet (step 10). The right sub-tree consists of the descendants of the data entrysk corre-
sponding to the parenttk of the partial pathpP and in the tree signature corresponds
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to the sequence of nodes having pre-order values fromsk + 1 up toffsk
− 1. Then it

joins S with such answer set by only checking that different query entries correspond
to different data entries (step 12). Notice that, in step 10, by shrinking the index interval
to a limited portion of the data signature, we are able to reduce the computing time for
the sequence inclusion evaluation.

a tk ⇐ a
↙ ↘ ↙ ↘

f ↘ f ↘
P2 b pQ b

P3 pP

(a) (b)

The algorithm ends when we have evaluated all the paths inrew(Q) or when the
partial answer set collected up to that momentanspQ(D) becomes empty. The latter
case occurs when we evaluate a pathP having no answer which is structurally con-
sistent with those inanspQ(D): sj(anspQ(D), ansP (D)) = ∅. In this case, for each
answerS in anspQ(D) two alternative exists. Either the evaluation of the partial path
pP fails (line 11), which means that none of the answers inansP (D) share the same
values ofS in the positions corresponding to the common sub-pathP ∩ pQ, or the
structural join betweenS and the answers topP fails (line 12), which means that some
of the answers inansP (D) share the same values ofS in positions corresponding to
different indexes inP andpQ.

In summary, the proposed solution performs a small number of additional opera-
tions on the paths of the query twigQ, but dramatically reduces the number of opera-
tions on the data trees by avoiding the computation of useless path answers. In this way,
we remarkably reduce computing efforts. Indeed, while query twigs are usually very
small and have a limited number of paths, XML trees can have many nodes and tree
signatures can be very large.

Example 6.Let us apply the algorithm described in Fig. 10 to Example 1. Since the
three paths are of the same length, we start fromP2 whose answer set isansP2(D) =
{{1, 5}}. Then, the algorithm extracts the next path, e.g.P3, and computesP2 ∩ P3 =
{1}, tk = 1, andpP = {3}. We then consider the only index setS = {1, 5} in
ansP2(D) and evaluateanspP (D) on the sub-tree rooted bysk = 1 that is in the sig-
naturesub sig{2,3,4}(D) = 〈a, 3; b, 1; c, 2〉. The outcome is thusanspP (D) = {{3}}
andansQ(D) = {{1, 5, 3}}. BeingP2 andP3 of the same length, we can also start
from ansP3(D) = {{1, 3}, {2, 3}}. In this casepP = {2}. We then consider the first
index set{1, 3} and evaluateanspP (D) on the sub-tree rooted bysk = 1. The answer
is anspP (sub sig{2,3,4}(D) = {{5}}. ThusansQ(D) = {{1, 5, 3}}. The next index
set{2, 3} requires to evaluateanspP (D) on the sub-tree rooted bysk = 2 that is the
sub-tree inD having pre-order values from 3 up to 4 and the answer set is empty.
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5 Performance evaluation

In this section we evaluate the performance of our unordered tree inclusion technique.
We measured the time needed to process different query twigs using the paths decom-
position approach, we deeply described in this paper, and compared it with the results
obtained by the permutation approach.

All algorithms are implemented in Java JDK 1.4.2 and the experiments are executed
on a Pentium 4 2.5Ghz Windows XP Professional workstation, equipped with 512MB
RAM and a RAID0 cluster of 2 80GB EIDE disks with NT file system (NTFS).

Since synthetic data sets are not significant enough to show the performance of real-
life XML query scenarios, we performed our experiments on a real data set, specifically
the complete DBLP Computer Science Bibliography archive of April 2003. Table 1
shows more details about this XML archive. Notice that the file consists of over 3.8
Millions of elements, where over 3.4 Millions of them have an associated value. The
size of the XML file is 156MB.

Middle-level Leaf-level
Element name Occs Element name Occs
inproceedings 241244author 823369
article 129468title 376737
proceedings 3820 year 376709
incollection 1079 url 375192
book 1010 pages 361989
phdthesis 72 booktitle 245795
mastersthesis 5 ee 143068

crossref 141681
editor 8032
publisher 5093
isbn 4450
school 77

Summary
Total number of elements 3814975
Total number of values 3438237
Maximum tree height 3

Table 1.DBLP Test-Collection Statistics

We tested the performance of our approach for queries derived from six query twig
templates (see Fig. 11). Such templates present differentelement name selectivity, i.e.
the number of elements having a given element name, differentbranching factors, i.e.
the maximum number of sibling elements, and differenttree heights. We refer to the
templates as “xSb-h’, whereS stands for element name selectivity and can be H(igh)
or L(ow), b is the branching factor, andh the tree height. To understand the element
name selectivity, refer to Table 1, showing the number of occurrences of each name in
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the DBLP data set. In particular, we usedinproceedings for the low selectivity and
book andphdthesis for the high selectivity.

author

book

author title

Twig xH2-2

book

author title

Twig xH3-2

year

author

Twig xH7-3

dblp

bookphdthesis

title year
school author

publisher
isbn

url

Twig xL8-2

inproceedings

author
title

yearpages crossrefbooktitle
ee

author title

Twig xL3-2

year

inproceedingsinproceedings

title

Twig xL2-2

Fig. 11.The query twigs templates used in the performance tests

From each template, we derived both a no-value query (indicated with “NSb-h”),
identical to the template, and a value query (“VSb-h”), obtained by adding a particular
author name value to the author elements. Value accesses are supported by a content
index. We have chosen the highly content-selective predicates, because we believe that
value queries are especially significant for highly selective fields, such as the author
name. On the other hand, the performance of queries with low selectivity fields should
be very close to their no-value counterparts. With such query structure, we measure the
response time for twelve queries, half of which have an associated value.

Query twig ElementsValues Solutions Decomposition Permutation
retrieved (sec) N mean (sec) total (sec)

NH2-2 3 0 1343 0.016 2 0.014 0.028
NH3-2 4 0 1343 0.016 6 0.015 0.105
NH7-3 10 0 90720 1.1 288 0.9 259.2
NL2-2 3 0 559209 2.2 2 2.28 4.56
NL3-2 4 0 559209 4.2 6 2.49 14.94
NL8-2 9 0 149700 7.7 40320 4.8 193536
VH2-2 3 1 1 0.015 2 0.014 0.028
VH3-2 4 1 1 0.016 6 0.016 0.096
VH7-3 10 2 1 0.031 288 0.03 8.64
VL2-2 3 1 39 0.65 2 0.832 1.664
VL3-2 4 1 36 0.69 6 1.1 6.6
VL8-2 9 1 29 0.718 40320 2.3 92736

Table 2.Performance comparison between the two unordered tree inclusion alternatives
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Table 2 summarizes the results of the unordered tree inclusion performance tests for
both the approaches we considered. For each query twig, the total number of elements
and values, the number of solutions (inclusions) found in the data set, and the processing
time, expressed in seconds, are reported. For the permutation approach, the number of
needed permutations and the mean per-permutation processing time are also presented.
It is evident that the decomposition approach is superior and scores a lower time in every
respect. In particular, with low branching factors (i.e. 2), such approach is twice as faster
for both selectivity settings. With high branching factors (i.e. 3, 8) the speed increment
becomes larger and larger – the number of permutations required in the alternative
approach grows factorially: for queriesNL8-2andVL8-2 the decomposition method is
more than 25000 times faster. The decomposition approach is particularly fast with the
high selectivity queries. Even for greater heights (i.e. inVH7-3), the processing time
stays in order of milliseconds.

Notice that, for the decomposition method, we measured the time needed to solve
each of the permutated versions of a query twig and reported only the lower one. As we
expected, we found that starting with the most highly selective paths always increases
the query evaluation efficiency. In particular, the time spent is nearly proportional to the
number of occurrences of such a path in the data. Evaluating queryNL2-2starting with
the title path produces a response time of 2.2 seconds, while starting with the less
selectiveauthor path , the time would nearly double (3.9 sec.). This holds for all the
query twigs as well – forNL8-2, the time ranges from 7.7 sec (crossref path) up to
15.7 sec (author path). Of course, for the value queries the best time is obtained by
starting the evaluation from the value-enabled paths.

Finally, notice that the permutation approach also requires an initial “startup” phase
where all the different permutation twigs are generated; the time used to generate such
permutations is not taken into account.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have studied the problem of efficient evaluation of unordered query
trees in XML tree structured data collections. As the underlying concept, we have used
the tree signatures, which have proved to be a useful structure for an efficient tree nav-
igation and ordered tree matching, see [ZAD03]. We have identified two evaluation
strategies, where the first strategy is based on multiple evaluation of all query tree struc-
ture permutations and the second on decomposing a query tree into a collection of all
root-to leaf paths.

We have deeply studied the decomposition approach and established rules for de-
composition as well as strategies for integration of partial, structurally consistent, re-
sults through structural joins. Based on the developed theoretical grounds, an efficient
implementation algorithm is proposed.

The permutation and decomposition approaches to the unordered tree matching
have been tested on the DBLP data set for various types of queries. The experiments
demonstrate a clear superiority of the decomposition approach, which is especially ad-
vantages for the large query trees, and for trees with highly selective predicates.
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Experiments also confirmed the expected fact that the order of evaluating the paths
in the decomposition approach can have significant effects on the overall performance.
Though the proposed strategy of starting with the longest path seems to work quite well,
we plan to work on this aspect more deeply in the near future.
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